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Interlayer coupling and p-wave pairing in strontium ruthenate
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On the basis of a three-orbital model and an effective attractive interaction between electrons, we investigate
the possible superconducting states, withp- and f-wave internal symmetries, of Sr2RuO4. For an orbital-
dependent interaction which acts between in-plane and out-of-plane nearest-neighbor ruthenium atoms, we find
a state for which the gap in the quasiparticle spectra has nodes on thea andb sheets of the Fermi surface, but
which is complex with no nodes on theg sheet. We show that this state is consistent with the available
experimental data. In particular, we present the results of our calculations of the specific heat and penetration
depth as functions of temperature.
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Ever since triplet pairing was discovered in superflu
3He, there has been a constant search for the supercon
ing analogue. Although, as yet, there is no metal for wh
triplet pairing has been definitively demonstrated, there a
number of good candidates. The evidence that Sr2RuO4 is a
triplet superconductor is particularly strong.1,2 Nevertheless,
even in this case the full symmetry of the equilibrium sta
below Tc remains open to debate.1–11

One of the puzzles currently at the center of attention
the apparent incompatibility between experimental evide
for broken time-reversal symmetry in the superconduct
state9,12 and equally convincing measurements indicat
that the order parameterd(k) has a line of nodes on th
Fermi surface.13,14 This presents a dilemma because for
odd parity spin triplet pairing states in tetragonal crysta
group theory does not require the simultaneous presenc
both broken time-reversal symmetry and line nodes.15 Con-
sequently, due to their lower condensation energy, line no
are unlikely. Under these circumstances it is more adva
geous to study physically motivated microscopic mod
even if the question of the actual mechanism of pairing is
be avoided. In this paper we propose and investigate a fa
of such physically motivated models.

Our models are prompted by the observation, of Ha
gawaet al.,10 that coupling between the ruthenium layers
Sr2RuO4 leads to convenient, horizontal,kz56p/c, lines of
zeros on the Fermi surface. A particularly simple example
such models features two, intraplane and interplane, inte
tion constants,U i and U' respectively. They describe th
attraction between electrons each occupying one of threet2g
orbitals on Ru atoms which are nearest neighbors eithe
plane or out of plane. As we shall show, this simple physi
picture yields nodes on thea and b sheets of the Ferm
surface, while theg sheet is fully gapped withd(k)
;(sinkx1i sinky)êz , in quantitative as well as qualitativ
agreement with a number of experiments.

Hasegawaet al.10 treated the case of a single band on
and, unlike us, they made no quantitative contact with
periments. More recently Zhitomirsky and Rice11 proposed a
two band model and showed that its parameters can be
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sen so that it reproduces the experimental specific h
data.13 They coupled electrons on different layers and fou
line nodes on one sheet but a gap on the other.

We take the matter further by describing the experim
tally observed three sheets of the Fermi surface realistic
and calculate more experimental observables. However,
strategy is very different. In a multiband BCS-like mode
with different coupling constants for each band, one gen
cally finds multiple phase transitions as the different she
of the Fermi surface are gapped, successively, on lowe
the temperature.16 Since experimentally there is only on
jump in the specific heat for Sr2RuO4, at Tc51.5 K, in con-
structing a viable model one must tailor the form of t
attractive interaction to eliminate such multiple transition
Zhitomirsky and Rice11 chose to couple the order paramete
on different sheets of the Fermi surface. This hybridized
different order parameters and led to a single transition. T
referred to such hybridization as an interband proximity
fect. We, on the other hand, build our models in terms of r
space bonds between electrons, with spinss ands8, occu-
pying specific orbitals labeled bym and m8, centered on
specific sitesi and j. These are described by the interacti

constantsUm,m8
s,s8 ( i j ). We have investigated a number of su

models and found that two non zero coupling constants:U i
and U' form a useful minimal set. Then we adjusted the
values so that the transitions on thea and b sheets would
occur at more or less the same temperature,Tc;1.5 K, as on
g. Somewhat surprisingly, these two approaches imply
ferent physics. The proximity model requires a three po
interaction to mix the in-plane and out of plane Cooper pa
whilst our ‘‘local bond’’ model is a strictly a two point effect

To describe the superconducting state we employ a sim
multiband attractive Hubbard model,

Ĥ5 (
i jmm8,s

@~«m2m!d i j dmm82tmm8~ i j !# ĉims
1 ĉ jm8s

2
1

2 (
i jmm8ss8

Umm8
ss8 ~ i j !n̂imsn̂ jm8s8 , ~1!
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wherem and m8 refer to the three rutheniumt2g orbitals a
5xz, b5yz andc5xy, andi and j label the sites of a body
centered tetragonal lattice. The hopping integralstmm8( i j )
and site energies«m were fitted to reproduce the experime
tally determined three-dimensional Fermi surface.17 For this
Hamiltonian we solve, self-consistently, the Bogoliubov–
Gennes equation

(
jm8s8

S End i j 2Hmm8~ i j ! Dm,m8
ss8 ~ i j !

Dmm8
* ss8~ i j ! End i j 1Hmm8~ i j !

D S ujm8s8
n

v jm8s8
n D

50, ~2!

whereHmm8( i j ) is the normal spin independent part of th

Hamiltonian, andDmm8
ss8 ( i j ) is self consistently given in

terms of the pairing amplitude, or order parameter,xmm8
ss8 ( i j ):

Dmm8
ss8 ~ i j !5Umm8

ss8 ~ i j !xmm8
ss8 ~ i j !. ~3!

Furthermore, as usual,

xmm8
ss8 ~ i j !5(

n
uims

n v jm8s8
n* @122 f ~En!#, ~4!

wheren enumerates the solutions of Eq.~2!.
In short, the hopping integrals and site energies for

three bands, which constituteHmm8( i , j ), are fixed by experi-
ments in the normal state and we adjust the interaction c

stantsUmm8
ss8 ( i j ) to reproduce measurements of superc

ducting properties. We have investigated many sets ofU ’s,
but here we report only on a particularly interesting, minim
nonzero, set. It consists of the ‘‘out of plane’’ nearest ne

bour interactionUaa
ss8( i j )5Ubb

ss8( i j )5U' and the in plane

nearest neighbor interactionUcc
ss8( i j )5U i . The need to

avoid two transitions and to reproduce the measuredTc de-
termines bothU' and U i ~with values of 48 and 40 meV
respectively!. All further consequences of our calculation
are quantitative predictions of the model. The remarka
agreement of such predictions with a number of experime
is the principal result of this paper.

Because the pairing interactionsUmm8
ss8 ( i j ) were assumed

to act only for nearest neighbor sites, in or out of plane,

pairing potentialDmm8
ss8 ( i j ) is also restricted to nearest neig

bors. We further focus on only odd parity~spin triplet! pair-
ing states for which the vectord;(0,0,dz), i.e., Dmm8

↑↓ ( i j )
5Dmm8

↓↑ ( i j ), and Dmm8
↑↑ ( i j )5Dmm8

↓↓ ( i j )50. Therefore in
general we have the following nonzero order parameters~i!
for in plane bondsDcc(êx) and Dcc(êy); and ~ii ! for inter-
plane bonds,Daa(Ri j ), and Dab(Ri j ), Dbb(Ri j ) for Ri j
5(6a/2,6a/2,6c/2).

Taking the lattice Fourier transform of Eq.~3! the corre-
sponding pairing potentials ink space have, suppressing th
spin indices for clarity, the general form

Dcc~k!5Dcc
x sinkx1Dcc

y sinky ~5!

for c orbitals, and
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Dmm8~k!5Dmm8
z sin

kzc

2
cos

kx

2
cos

ky

2

1Dmm8
f sin

kx

2
sin

ky

2
sin

kzc

2
1S Dmm8

x sin
kx

2
cos

ky

2

1Dmm8
y sin

ky

2
cos

ky

2 D cos
kzc

2
~6!

for m,m85a,b. Note that beyond the usualp-wave symme-
try of the sinki type for thec orbitals, we include all three
additionalp-wave symmetries of the sin(ki/2) type which are
induced by the effective attractive interactions between c
riers on the neighboring out-of-plane Ru orbitals. These
teractions are also responsible for thef-wave symmetry order
parameters,Dmm8

f , transforming asB1u .15 This latter is sym-
metry distinct from allp-wave order parameters in a tetra
onal crystal, unlike some otherf-wave states which have
been proposed.6–8 The pz order parametersDmm8

z are ofA2u

symmetry. In contrast the pairsDmm8
x ,Dmm8

y for m,m85a,b
are of the sameEu symmetry asDcc

x ,Dcc
y . In general the

order parameters transforming according to distinct irred
ible representations will have different transition tempe
tures. Surprisingly, even though they have the same sym
try, the fact thatDcc

x , Dcc
y and Dm,m8

x , Dm,m8
y go to zero at

Tc;1.5 K determines bothU' and U i . This is because in
the gap equation they are not coupled by any two-point H
bard interaction of the form included in Eq.~1!. Coupling
only arises via the ‘‘interband proximity effect,’’11 as dis-
cussed in detail below.

Figure 1 shows the calculated order parameters as a f
tion of temperature. Order parameters transforming acco
ing to distinct irreducible representations have different tr
sition temperatures, and so thef-wave andpz components
have transition temperatures atTc

f andTc
z below Tc . Above

Tc
f but belowTc the order parameters have the symmetr

Dcc
y 5 iDcc

x , Dbb
y 5 iDaa

x as for3 (kx1 iky)êz corresponding to
the time reversal broken pairing state of3He2A. The off-
diagonal components, such asDab

x are small but nonzero, a
areDbb

x andDaa
y . It should be stressed that the k-space pa

ing potentialsDmm8(k) do not directly correspond to the en
ergy gaps on the Fermi surface sheets, shown in Fig. 2,
cause, in general, the tight-binding Hamiltonian
nondiagonal in the orbital indices.

FIG. 1. Order parametersuDaa
x u, uDcc

x u, uDaa
z u, anduDaa

f u as func-
tions of temperature~dashed lines!; and excludingz and f ~full
lines!; t'0.08 eV.
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Using the above quasiparticle spectra we have calcul
the specific heat, shown in Fig. 3. Remarkably, although
fitted toTc only, the specific heat jump atTc is 27 mJ/mol, in
essentially exact agreement with the experiment.13 Given
that this value does not correspond to the BCS re
DC/C51.41 this fact strongly supports the two parame
U' andU i , model we are investigating. At low temperatur
the full solution corresponds to the dotted curve. The pea
0.3Tc is the reflection of thef component ofD becoming
nonzero and is clearly inconsistent with the experimen
Evidently, this unwanted second transition could be elim
nated by introducing further interaction constants. Instead
doing that we remove this peak by setting thef andz com-
ponents ofD to zero in each step of the iterative procedur
This can be readily justified by invoking a small concent
tion of impurities described by the scattering rate 1/t. We
have checked by explicit calculations, based Abrikos
Gorkov theory,16 that such weak disorder will suppres
Dm,m8

f without much influence on the other components. T
details of these calculations will be published elsewher18

We have also found that the predictions of the above ‘‘twoU
model’’ are remarkably stable to introduction of further i
teraction constants such asU i between thea andb orbitals.
Such terms do not eliminate the line node but shift its po
tion in kz .

As can be seen in Fig. 1 thex,y a, andc order parameters
are only slightly affected by the presence of thef-wave gap.
Moreover, as shown by the full curve in Fig. 3, the calcu
tion without thef and z components reproduces the expe

FIG. 2. Lowest energy quasiparticle eigenvaluesEn(k) on the
Fermi surface,~a! Polar plot of theg sheet in the planekz50;
Eg,max(kF)50.22 meV andEg,min(kF)50.056 meV. ~b! Vertical
cross-section of the cylindricalb sheet in the planekx5ky ;
Eb,max(kF)50.32 meV. A nonzerof-wave order parameter~dotted
line! lifts the p-wave line nodes~solid lines!.

FIG. 3. Calculated specific heatC as a function of temperatur
T, compared to the experimental data of NishiZakiet al. ~Ref. 13!.
The dotted line includes thef-wave order parameter, and the sol
line is calculated after setting thef-wave gap parameter to zero.
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mental result very accurately. Note that the low temperat
limit of the specific heat is power law because, withoutf, our
energy gap has line nodes. These are a horizontal c
around the cylindricalb Fermi surface sheet, as illustrated
Fig. 2, and eight point nodes on thea Fermi surface.18 Theg
sheet is nodeless. When thef-wave order parameter also be
comes finite, the line nodes disappear. The fact that the s
of specific heat at low temperatures~without f ) agrees quan-
titatively with the experiments suggests that these nodes
only present ona andb, as in our model.

A further independent test of our model is the calculati
of the superfluid density,3 shown in Fig. 4. Again there is
excellent agreement over the whole temperature range
tweenTc and zero. Some physical insight into the differe
contributions to the superfluid density can be found by s
ting Dmm8

x,y to zero form5m85c or m,m85a,b and repeat-
ing the calculation. Thec orbital only contribution gives
about 70% of the zero temperature superfluid density, w
the remaining 30% derived from thea and b orbital order
parameters. One can see that the finite slope at zero tem
ture derives only froma,b contributions, consistent with the
line nodes on thea andb Fermi surfaces. The calculation
agree well with the experiments14 at all temperatures, eve
though there is noT2 behavior in either thea, b, or c super-
fluid contributions. The only disagreement is that the ab
lute magnitude of our calculated zero temperaturex-y plane
penetration depth is only 450 Å compared to the 1900
determined experimentally.19,20This discrepancy may be du
to non-local electrodynamic effects associated with the l
nodes.21 We have also calculated the temperature depend
zero-field thermal conductivity, which, as shown in the ins
of Fig. 4, is also in good quantitative as well as qualitati
agreement with the experiments of Izawaet al.22

In summary we would like to emphasize two points. Fir
we have proposed an alternative to the ‘‘intraband proxim
effect’’ model of Zhitomirsky and Rice11 for describing hori-
zontal line nodes on theb sheet of the Fermi surface i
superconducting Sr2RuO4. Our bond model differs from
theirs in the way the interlayer coupling is implemented. O
description is a real space, two point tight-binding interact
such as naturally arises in any multiband, extend
negative-U Hubbard model@Eq. ~1!#. To be quite clear abou
this matter we recall that a generic pairwise interaction l
U(r ,r 8), when expressed in the language of a tight-bind

FIG. 4. Superfluid density as a function of T~solid line!, and
experimental points from Sample 1 of Bonaldeet al. ~Ref. 14!. The
relative contributions ofc and a and b order parameters are indi
cated ~dashed lines!. The inset shows thermal conductivity com
pared to the experimental data of Izawaet al. ~Ref. 22!.
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model Hamiltonian will, in general, give rise to four poin
interaction parametersUi j ,kl . The original Hubbard Hamil-
tonian makes use of the one point parametersUi

(1)5Uii ,i i

while the extended Hubbard model is based on two po
parametersUi , j

(2)5Ui j ,i j . Evidently our ‘‘bond’’ model is a
negative-U version of the latter.23 On the other hand, the
‘‘proximity effect model’’11 corresponds to usingUi , j ,l

(3)

5Ui j ,l j . The physics of this is often referred to as assis
hopping.24 If one assumes, as is normally the case in
isotropic substance, thatuU (1)u.uU (2)u.uU (3)u.uU (4)u then
the ‘‘bonds’’ represent a stronger coupling than assisted h
ping and should be the preferred coupling mechanism. H
ever, for the tetragonal arrangement of Ru atoms in Sr2RuO4
this is no more than a suggestion at present. Thus the rela
merits of the two models will eventually be settled by app
to further experiments. Second, we wish to stress that in
‘‘bond’’ approach to the problem the parameters which d
scribe the normal state are determined by fitting to the v
accurately known Fermi surface and the measuredTc deter-
mines both coupling constantsU i andU' . Thus the calcu-
lated specific heat~Fig. 3!, the superfluid density, and th
,
.

E.
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thermal conductivity~Fig. 4! are parameter free quantitativ
predictions of the theory. Consequently, their good agr
ment with experiments can be construed as strong sup
for the physical picture represented by our model. Intere
ingly a significant feature of this is that the amplitude of t
gap function and the superfluid density, on thea and b
sheets of the Fermi surface are comparable to that on thg
sheet. This is unlike the case suggested by the ‘‘interb
proximity effect’’ picture11 whereg is the active band anda
and b play a passive role. A more detailed comparison b
tween the present model and that of Zhitomirsky and Rice
presented elsewhere.25 Finally, we note that since in our two
parameter model the possibility of two transitions has be
eliminated by fixing the relative sizes ofU' andU i we are
forced to predict that uniaxial pressure, which presuma
affectsU' differently from U i , could split the transition.
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